24/7 Monitoring & Global Tracking
Henderson Risk Limited delivers an effective global tracking capability, which can be
monitored either from HRL’s response centre or locally in-country.
HRL’s global monitoring solutions use the Inmarsat
satellite system which provides two-way communication,
tracking and alerting for individual and fleets of units
across the globe. These results are delivered to a
software platform, which allows us to display and
monitor our clients’ assets. Each local project can be
configured to have its own version of this facility in their
Operations Room.
The tracking system performs three main roles:

PRODUCTS
■ 24/7 global monitoring with messaging, alerting and
response capability
■ Fleet management reports for driver safety training,
efficient driving and driver awareness
■ Robust, lightweight personal tracking units with a
dedicated, protected alert button
■ Vehicle-borne satellite tracking systems for mobile,
high-value or semi-permanent assets

■ Global Satellite Tracking - HRL’s global tracking and
response centre can monitor the movements of employees,
vehicles or assets, particularly those working in remote

BENEFITS

areas or where an increased risk has been identified. In

■ Dedicated 24/7 monitoring and response

the event of an emergency of any kind, whether an RTA or

■ Discreet and easily operable personal tracking units

a more serious threat, a panic alarm can be activated to

■ Alert notifications via SMS and email

immediately alert a response team to the problem.

■ Panic alert function

■ Operations and Crisis Coordination - the central crisis

■ Global coverage and immediate response

management and coordination centre also tracks and
monitors each unit. The centre is on hand 24/7 to provide
assistance and coordination in the event of an emergency.

CONTACT

■ Fleet Management - the software can deliver a

If you have any questions or would like to receive more

comprehensive set of Fleet Management solutions which

information on any of the services outlined above then

can be used to monitor drivers and train them in safe

please e-mail protection@hendersonrisk.com with your

and efficient driving techniques.

query or call us on +44 (0) 207 730 5446.

HRL’s global monitoring and tracking utilises the Honeywell
Global Tracking system (www.gt.honeywell.com). Honeywell
is a leading provider of world class technologies and have
a proven operational track record and global reach.
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